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Lives of the Locals
Departures: 27 May/ 10 Jun/ 29 Jul/ 26 Aug 2018

Duration: 15 Days

Overview

Group Size:

4 - 8 Pax

Accomm. Type

Name

Apartment Homestay

Local Family

Day 1

Arr. Ulaanbaatar; National History Museum; Tumen Ekh

Day 2

Ikh Gazriin Chuluu; Hiking

Homestay

Local Family

Day 3

Mandalgobi; Gobi Oasis Project; Mongolian Cooking Lesson

Homestay

Gobi Oasis

Day 4

South Gobi; Dalanzadgad; Yolyn Am (Lammergeier Gorge)

Homestay

Local Family

Day 5

Khongoryn Els (Singing Dunes)

Homestay

Local Family

Day 6

Nomadic Camel Herder Visit; Camel Ride; Dune Climb

Homestay

Local Family

Day 7

Khavtsgait Petroglyphs; Bulgan Village; Bayanzag Flaming Cliffs

Ger Camp

Gobi Mirage

Day 8

Ongiin Khiid

Homestay

Local Family

Day 9

Khujirt; Khangai Hills; Orkhon Valley

Ger Camp

Talbiun

Day 10

Temeen Chuluu; Uurtiin Tokhoi Canyon; Orkhon Waterfall

Homestay

Galaa's Family

Day 11

Orkhon River; Horse Riding; Ger Building

Homestay

Galaa's Family

Day 12

Tsenkher Valleys; Hot Springs

Homestay

Local Family

Day 13

Kharkhorin; Erdene Zuu Monastery

Ger Camp

Monkh Tenger

Day 14

Ulaanbaatar

Apartment Homestay

Local Family

Day 15

Depart

-

-

During your journey you will be staying
at some of our favourite characterful ger
camps, as well as some homestays alongside
local families.

Our vehicle of choice is the UAZ. These
beasts of the east were born for the wilds of
Mongolia. Fun, functional & practical, with a
high wheel base, large surround windows,
ample luggage space, and a flexible
sociable layout . Our guests fall in love with
these indomitable vehicles and our fantastic
team of drivers.
We provide each car with a first aid kit,
water, tea & coffee-making facilities, and a
selection of snacks for guests to enjoy. To
provide comfort and flexibility, there is a
vehicle per every 4-5 guests.

goyotravel.com

-

At Goyo Travel we believe that a good guide
is essential to the enjoyment of any trip.
Knowledge, enthusiasm, good humour, proactivity, language and communication skills
need to combine with responsibility and a
sensitivity to guests' needs. Your guide will
be handpicked by us to suit the itinerary and
your requirements. We personally brief them
on all elements of the trip. You will be sent
guide details in the week prior to travel.

+44 (0) 1869 866520

-

+976 9959 8468

Gers are equipped with beds, linen, stove,
table and chairs. Although you will have your
own separate ger, homestay facilities are quite
basic, with only ger camps having electricity
and flush loo & shower facilities.

–

info@goyotravel.com

TRIP DETAIL

ULAANBAATAR - NATIONAL HISTORY MUSEUM - TUMEN EKH
Your guide and driver will meet you in the arrivals hall at Ulaanbaatar Chinggis Khan
Airport. Transfer to your homestay with a family in a centrally-located apartment.
Your hosts will welcome you and settle into your room. It is likely that the group will
be split between host families. The plan for today is quite flexible, as arrival times
may differ between group members, and you will probably want some downtime to
relax. You may also need to sort out exchanging money and other practical things.
At 14:30 meet up with the group and your guide for a leisurely walk across the
impressive Sukhbaatar Square to visit the National History Museum with its welllaid out informative displays showcasing the country's fascinating past. Afterwards,
walk south towards the city's main park, and enjoy an intimate performance of
music and dance by the Tumen Ekh ensemble at a small theatre. A welcome dinner
at one of our favourite Mongolian restaurants rounds off your first day in Mongolia.

Travel Details

Arrival time tbc; 45mins/14km Airport-Hotel

Accommodation

Private Room, Local Family Apartment Homestay

Meals Included

Dinner

ULAANBAATAR - IKH GAZRIIN CHULUU
After breakfast meet your guide in reception at 08:30 for the drive south to Ikh
Gazriin Chuluu. You will be staying in the countryside a few kms from the rock
formations in guest gers alongside a local family. Experience your first taste of
traditional local hospitality and enjoy a delicious homecooked traditional
Mongolian meal on arrival for lunch. Settle into your gers, and in the afternoon
there will be time to drive the 30mins into the rock formations of Ikh Gazriin Chuluu
and take short walks and 'rock scrambles' to see various specific sites of interest,
such as caves, and places that are sacred to Mongolians including small stone
shrines and the spring/well within the granite rock, said to cure all manner of
ailments.
Return back to the family's encampment before dinner. There may also be
opportunity - if you wish - to help with the milking of animals, or to watch a horse
being 'broken in' ready for riding.

Ulaanbaatar , meaning "Red Hero", was so
named in 1924, following the creation of the
Mongolian People's Republic. The city was
founded in 1639 as a moveable Buddhist
monastic centre but in 1778 it settled
permanently at its present location on the
Tuul River in north-eastern central Mongolia.
The city lies at an elevation of about 1,310
metres (4,300 ft) and is home to almost half
of the country's 2.7m population.

Ikh Gazriin Chuluu is a mountainous area of
granite rock in the Gobi desert with a highest
peak of 1706m . These rocky mountains are
situated in Gurvansaikhan sum of Dundgobi
province. They spread out from west to east
covering about 20 kilometres. The area is rich
in flora and fauna, and is a great place for
nature lovers to explore on foot. The area
also contains more than 40 caves, the biggest
one is “Tagtaagiin Agui” (meaning Pigeon’s
Cave) and is 30 m long, 3.5 m wide, 10 m
high.

Travel Details

4-5hrs/ 300km160kms to local family; 30-40mins/30-40km e/w to Ikh Gazriin Chuluu

Accommodation

Shared ger alongside local family

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner
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IKH GAZRIIN CHULUU - MANDALGOBI - GOBI OASIS PROJECT
After a leisurely breakfast head to Mandalgobi where you will be staying on the
edge of this provincial town with Byamba and her husband Radnaa, who run the
Gobi Oasis tree planting nursery. Enjoy a homecooked lunch before heading to the
nursery and planting some seedlings which will hopefully provide a lasting legacy of
your time in Mongolia! By being a part of this trip you are also contributing to the
project's future, via a small donation we make on your behalf. By helping to plant &
look after the trees you will contribute to:
- Offsetting CO2 emissions & reduce greenhouse gases
- Providing wildlife habitats & reduce dust and wind
- Protecting native Gobi trees & reduce desertification
- Support local labour & thus reduce urban migration

Byamba Tseyn founded the Gobi Oasis
Project in 1975 in association with the Forest
& Timber Industry Ministry to stop the
desertification in the Gobi Desert.

After planting the trees and perhaps a wander around town, return to Byamba's
home where you will have a Mongolian cooking lesson, preparing one of the
traditional nomadic dishes - perhaps buuz (steamed dumplings), huushur (fried
dumplings) or khorkhog (steamed mutton with hot stones). You will enjoy the fruits
of your efforts for dinner!

For over 35 years, she has been leading this
conservation project by growing small seeds
& branches, and nurturing them in harsh
conditions, before replanting them in areas in
desperate need of combating desertification.
She runs several different projects such as
planting trees in Mandalgobi nursery (6ha
area), Mt.Shar in Olziit sum, Ongi River in
Saihan-Ovoo, and Mandalin Gobi. The
varieties of trees include Saksaul, Populus
Tremula (ulias), Elm (khailaas), Tamarisk
(suhai), Willow (burgas), Wild Berry Tree
(monos), hippophae rhamoides
(chatsargana).
To find out more about Byamba's wonderful
work, project updates and visitor testimonials
please visit www.gobioasis.com

Travel Details

2hrs/70km drive to Mandalgobi

Accommodation

Shared Ger, Homestay alongside Byamba's family

Meals Included

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

SOUTH GOBI - DALANZADGAD - YOLYN AM
Today you head south to Omngobi province - picnic en route or have lunch in Dalanzadgad, where you may also pick up some
supplies for the next few days. Visit the town's market and the south Gobi museum. Continue to drive towards Yoln Am, where you
will be staying with a local family in their guest ger close to the national park entrance. Settle into your ger and enjoy some home
cooked food.
Yolyn Am is a deep and narrow gorge in the Gurvan Saikhan Mountains of southern
Mongolia. In English, the name translates as Lammergeier Valley. The Lammergeier is an
Old World vulture, hence the name is often translated to Valley of the Vultures or Valley of
the Eagles. Wildlife abounds in this area - ground squirrels, marmots, ibex and argali roam
the land, whilst birds of prey soar overhead.
Although the area sees little precipitation, Yolyn Am is notable for a deep ice field. The ice
field reaches several metres thick by the end of winter, and is several kilometres long. In past
years it remained year round, but now the ice often disappears by late August.

Travel Details

5hrs/340km to Yoln Am via Dalanzadgad

Accommodation

Shared ger alongside local family

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner
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YOLYN AM - KHONGORYN ELS (SINGING DUNES)
Head to Yolyn Am as early as you can. This valley is in the Gurvan Saikhan National
Park, a southern spur of the Altai Mountains. We usually advise a dawn visit to
avoid other people, to maximise the chance of seeing wildlife before the heat of the
day comes, and for the best light for photography.
Park up at the head of the valley and keep a look out for birds of prey and ibex on
top of the rocky outcrops above you as you wander down into the gorge. The walk
here typically lasts around 1-2hrs depending on distance ventured and one's
individual pace. As you walk further down the valley the steep rock faces close in
and the stream that criss-crosses the path disappears under sheets of ice.
Afterwards, continue through the rocky tracks through the Gurvan Saikhan hills via
the Dungenir Pass, and onto Khongoryn Els via the scenic southern route. Reach the
family of camel herders whose guest ger you will be staying in tonight. Enjoy the
traditional nomadic hospitality in their ger, learning more about the life of camel
breeders and the camels themselves. There is normally plenty of time this evening
for the short drive to the Singing Dunes, and to climb up for a spectacular sunset
view.

Travel Details

5hrs/140km to Khongoryn Els

Accommodation

Shared ger alongside local family

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

Khongoryn Els are some of the largest and
most spectacular sand dunes in Mongolia.
Rising as high as 200 meters, the dunes are 78kms wide and about 100 kms long. The
dunes rise up between a spur of the Altai
Mountains to the south, and springs and
oases on the north side with lush greenery.
Climbing the dunes is breath-taking, not only
for the view at the top, but for the song the
sands sing while you climb. Known as
“Singing Sands,” the eerie music is evident
when the wind blows, or when you walk or
slide on the sand.

KHONGORYN ELS - DUNE CLIMBING - CAMEL RIDE
If you are early birds, and if the forecast is good, you may like a dawn climb of the
dunes, but I guess you might like a lie-in today!
After breakfast saddle up for a camel ride alongside the dunes - you can decide
whether to make a day of it and picnic en route, or to just do a couple of hours in
the morning and return to the family's ger for lunch. If you do this then in the
afternoon either relax around the family's ger or perhaps you might like to take a
desert drive across the arid landscape to a local oasis of saxsaul trees - one of the
native species of shrub-like trees which grow in these inhospitable conditions and
whose root systems aid against desertification. As you drive, look out for herds of
white-tailed gazelles and demoiselle or white-naped cranes.

The Gobi Desert covers much of southern
Mongolia, and about 40% of the country. It is
characterised by barren expanses of gravel
plains and rocky outcrops - with only a few
areas of dune. The climate in the Gobi is
extreme. Temperatures reach +40°c in
summer, and -40°c in winter, with strong
winds in spring and autumn. Precipitation
averages less than 100 mm per year.

Camels - About 285,000 Bactrian camels - 30% of the world’s population - live in Mongolia,
mainly in the Gobi desert. Camels are powerful animals, standing over 2 metres tall at the
hump and weighing 720-820kg. A camel can haul loads of nearly 300kg at a rate of 50km
per day. Although averaging 4km/h, they have been clocked at over 65km/h.
Well adapted to harsh climates, camels are famous for their ability to travel as many as
160kms without water. They retain their body moisture efficiently, and have a large capacity
for storage. A thirsty camel can drink as many as 135litres at a 10minute sitting. They don't
store water in their humps - these conserve up to 36kg of fat, which allows the camels to
survive when food is scarce. The humps shrink as fat is consumed for energy.

Travel Details

No long drives today, just local outings around the area (and up to 1hr to saxsaul oasis)

Accommodation

Shared ger alongside local family

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner
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KHAVTSGAIT PETROGLYPHS - BAYANZAG (FLAMING CLIFFS)
After a leisurely breakfast, head back east, stopping at Khavtsgait to explore the
petroglyphs. Walk up a rocky outcrop and search the surrounding rocks for ancient
engravings that dot the area. You will be surprised by how many there are - one can
spend a good half an hour exploring and discovering. From this vantage point there
is a fantastic view over the surrounding plains.
Have lunch in the small village of Bulgan - perhaps also visit one of the Gobi's few
organic farms located here - before continuing onto Bayanzag for a an exploratory
walk around the spectacular sandstone formations, known as the Flaming Cliffs due
to their deep red hue. You can either do this en route to the ger camp where you'll
stay tonight, or go to the camp first and then drive to the cliffs a bit later in time to
catch the sunset.
We advise spending up to an hour and a half strolling around this paleontological
wonder - both atop the cliffs and down on the valley floor - before hopping back in
the vehicles and back to your ger.

Bayanzag is one of the most famous
paleontological sites in the world. Huge
shelves of rock and sand descend into many
canyons that meander down to the desert
floor. Roy Chapman Andrews discovered the
world's first nest of dinosaur eggs here in
1922 and unearthed over 100 dinosaurs.
Other finds in the area include specimens of
Velociraptor, and eutherian mammals.

Travel Details

4hrs/190km drive Khongoryn Els to Bayanzag via Khavtsgait and Bulgan

Accommodation

Standard Ger, Gobi Mirage Ger Camp

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

ONGIIN KHIID
Start the journey north towards the heartland of Mongolia. The temple complex of Ongiin Khiid is a noteworthy and convenient
stop-off point en route. After a few hours drive, with the usual photographic and picnic stops en route, arrive at a local family's ger
who you will be staying alongside tonight. Either before or afterwards, you will visit the temple complex of Ongiin Khiid. Enter the
reconstructed temple, see the stupa engraved with the names of the victims of the purges, and see the monks who run the
monastery. There will also be time to see the monastery the following morning if you prefer - or if the main temple is shut for any
reason.
Ongiin Khiid is a ruined and partially rebuilt monastery founded in 1760 to commemorate the
first ever visit of Dalai Lama to Mongolia. It originally consisted of two temple complexes on the
North and South of the Ongi River and was one of the largest monasteries in Mongolia. It was
completely destroyed in 1939 under Khorloogiin Choibalsan, the then president and leader of
the Communist Party of Mongolia. Over 200 monks were killed, and many surviving monks were
imprisoned or forced to join the army. Re-construction work started a few years ago, and first
temple was inaugurated in 2004. One of the stupas has also been reconstructed as well. There
is also a small museum and around 15 monks who are guardians of the site.

Travel Details

4.5hrs/170km drive Bayanzag - Ongiin Khiid

Accommodation

Shared ger alongside local family

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner
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KHUJIRT - ORKHON VALLEY - UURTIIN TOKHOI CANYON
After breakfast, continue your north. As you drive you will see the open flat plains
give way to greener undulating countryside, with more families and livestock. Pass
through the village of Khujirt where you may stop for a pit stop, supplies and maybe
lunch - depending on what time you have set off in the morning.
Arrive at the ger camp by around 3pm. There will be an opportunity in the
afternoon to go for a walk or a horse ride to see the Uurtiin Tokhoi Canyon, and to
see the Temeen Chuluu - ancient Bronze Age burial stones. Or, for those who are
interested, and if river levels are suitable, this is a great place to do an hour or so of
kayaking. We'll need to know in advance of the trip whether this interests any group
members as we'll need to pack one or two of our double inflatable kayaks.
Travel Details

6hrs/250km Ongiin Khiid to Orkhon Valley

Accommodation

Standard Ger, Talbiun Ger Camp

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

TOVKHON HIKE - ORKHON WATERFALL - HORSE RIDING
In the morning head to Tovkhon Monastery (5km hike up from where you park the
vehicles) to explore the hilltop temples through the scenic forested countryside. It
takes around an hour to reach, and slightly less to return downhill to the vehicle.
Continue up the Orkhon valley - the scenery is beautiful but the roads rough!
Although today's drive is only about 90km it will take quite a while to reach your
final destination.
Arrive at a local family where you will be staying for 2 nights, a few kms from the
Orkhon Waterfall which you can head to en route or after arrival. You will also get a
chance to erect a ger - with a little help from the locals, of course! In the evening,
enjoy a nomadic feast of khorkhog, a dish of slow-cooked mutton and vegetables
braised with red hot stones from the stove. The next day head off on a horse ride
and/or hike into the hills. There will also be time to relax, experience and/or get
involved with the daily lives of your nomadic hosts.

Known as the Orkhon Waterfall , this
cascade is on the nearby Ulaan Tsutgalan
river. The fall is ten meters wide and twenty
meters high. It was formed by a combination
volcanic eruption and earthquakes some
20,000 years ago.

The hilltop monastery of Tovkhon Khiid is situated on Shireet Ulaan uul - a flat area of rocky
mountain top surrounded by thick forest. This beautiful spot was chosen carefully by the 14yr old first
Bogd Zanabazar, a prominent representative of red sect Buddhism.
The first temple dedicated to meditation was established in 1651. In this monastery Zanabazar
devised the Soyombo script in 1686 and created his most famous works. The monastery had 14
temples, of which 4 survive today.

The design of the Mongolian ger has remained virtually unchanged for centuries. It consists of wooden
lattice walls - usually in 4 or 5 sections - which are linked & tied together, with a door facing south. Two
large central poles support a round ceiling opening, which is kept in position by many long poles which
fan out as a roof and attach to the top of the wall sections. This wooden frame is then covered with felt,
tarpaulin and a linen cover, all tied down with animal-hair rope. A stove is then placed in the middle of
the ger, with the chimney coming out through the central roof hole.

Travel Details
Accommodation

25km/1hr to Tovkhon; 2-3hrs walking/exploring; c.2.5hrs/90km to Family's Ger near Orkhon waterfall

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

goyotravel.com
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TSENKHER VALLEYS - HOT SPRINGS
After breakfast say goodbye to your host family and continue north through the Khangai Hills to Tsenkher Valleys. You will be
staying tonight alongside a nomadic family just down from the hot springs. The valleys surrounding the camp are filled with
nomadic families, who live here due to the lush pasture and water sources. After settling into your ger there will be a chance to
head off for an afternoon stroll into the hills amongst the larch forests. Then afterwards visit one of the camps by the springs and
enjoy a dip in the outside thermal spa pools, and perhaps treat yourself to a massage. Then head back to the family's ger for dinner.
The tree-lined hills and valleys of Tsenkher
are home to many nomadic families and their
livestock. The area is a perfect backdrop for
exploratory hikes and horse rides. A great
place to relax - especially at the hot springs!

Travel Details

3hrs/110km to Tsenkher Hot Springs

Accommodation

Shared ger alongside local family

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

KHARKHORIN - ERDENE ZUU MONASTERY
Today drive to Kharkhorin, and visit Erdene Zuu Monastery in time to hear the
monks chanting, which takes place mid-morning (you may need to leave quite early
from Tsenkher to do this). Stroll around the main temples, and walk around the
grounds. Afterwards either have lunch at the ger camp or in town. In the afternoon
visit the interesting local museum, the Monument of the 3 Kings overlooking the
Orkhon River, and the fertility stone on the edge of town.
Kharkhorin is located at the lower end of the upper valley of the Orkhon River. The location marks the eastern foothills of the Khangai
Mountains, where they meet the rolling steppe of central Mongolia. The town marks the site of the ancient town of Karakorum, which for a
short time served as the capital of the Mongol Empire under Ogedei Khan. Only a few relics, such as the stone turtles, remain.
A notable historical landmark is the Erdene Zuu monastery. Founded in 1586 by Altai Khaan, Erdene Zuu (Hundred Treasures) was the first
Buddhist monastery in Mongolia. It is enclosed by an imposing wall with 108 stupas. In its prime it boasted around 100 temples, plus many
gers, and up to 1000 monks in residence. Although many of the temples were destroyed during the purges of the 1930s, and artefacts stolen,
enough remains to make this monastery the most important in Mongolia.

Travel Details

2.5hrs/120km drive Tsenkher to Kharkhorin

Accommodation

Standard Ger, Monkh Tenger Ger Camp

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner
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ULAANBAATAR
Head back to Ulaanbaatar at a time to suit you. You may want to get back in time to do some shopping - perhaps at the Gobi
Cashmere outlet store on your way back into town, and then also at any of the decent craft outlets (Tsagaan Alt felt shop, Quilters,
Mary and Martha) or the State Department Store. Your guide will be on hand to assist. After freshening up at your homestay, enjoy
a farewell meal at one of our favourite restaurants.
Travel Details

5-6hrs/360km drive to Ulaanbaatar

Accommodation

Private Room, Local Family Apartment Homestay

Meals Included

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

DEPART
Transfer to the airport for your flight home.
Travel Details

45mins/14km Hotel-Airport; Departure time tbc

Accommodation

-

Meals Included

Breakfast

Cost Per Person
Single Supplement*

USD
$2,435

GBP
£1,875

Euro
€ 2,120

$70

£55

€ 60

* Not applicable at rural homestays, as it may be necessary to share with other group members. Supplement only covers ger camps and homestay in Ulaanbaatar

Currencies - All trip costs are priced in USD. The GBP and Euro rates above are indicative only - if paying in these currencies the amount will be
calculated according to the exchange rate on xe.com at the time of booking.
Included
Domestic train ticket - Airport transfers - Local Guide - Surface transportation Road taxes - Accommodation as specified - Sightseeing and activities as
specified - Museum & park entrance fees - Meals as specified above - Water &
snacks in the vehicle

Excluded
International flights - Tips - Laundry - Bar bills - Items of
a personal nature - Visas - Photography/filming charges
at e.g. museums and monasteries

Booking - To confirm your booking we require a deposit 25% of total trip price. Balance due 8 weeks prior. Payment methods, bank details
and further information can be found on our Booking Form & Conditions.
Travel Advice - We provide all our guests with a copy of our Mongolia Travel Advice. If you have not received this, please request a copy
from us.
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